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THE GRAND HOTEL

VOI Grand Hotel Mazzaro Sea Palace ,  overlooking the
enchanting "Mazzarò Bay " ,  combines the comforts of a 5-
star luxury hotel with the typical hospitality and warmth
of Sicily.
 
The centuries-old setting of Taormina, one of the most
beautiful and charming towns in Italy,  is ready to
engrave indelible memories for breathtaking events.
 
At VOI Grand Hotel Mazzarò Sea Palace the beauty will
surround your stay, giving you authentic experiences of
hospitality,  full  of emotions, that will  continue to live in
your memories, with the desire to come back.
 
 



 
By plane:  65Km from Catania International  Airport - Fontanarossa (CTA).
By train:  5 .3Km from Taormina rai lway station - Giardini  Naxos.
By car:  Taormina exit  from A18 Messina - Catania.
 
4 Km from the centre of  Taormina (a few minutes from the panoramic cableway);  0.9 Km from Isola Bella;  5
Km from Castelmola;  50 Km from Catania;  50 Km from Messina;  60 Km from Bronte;  65  Km from Mount Etna;
110 Km from Syracuse.

How to reach us



ROOMS & SUITES
The VOI Grand Hotel Mazzaro Sea Palace has been totaly restalyed, redefining colours and interiors. The
hotel has 76 rooms and suites ,  furnished with extreme elegance and attention to details.
 
The style of the Grand Hotel  has been reinterpreted in a modern way, always maintaining a classic and
luxurious atmosphere, in line with the needs of a clientele attentive to details,  to the aesthetics of the
context and to highly qualified services.
 



MEETING SPACES
VOI Grand Hotel Mazzarò Sea Palace owns a comfortable and functional meeting room, Federico II ,  ideal
for meeting, training courses and workshops.
 
In addition, the Grand Hotel offers several solutions in elegant and functional areas for small meetings
and informal business meetings.
 



Technical  equipment available

The Federico II  room, versati le  in terms of  layout,  offers
a wide range of  modern equipment.
 
Free WiFi  is  available in al l  areas of  the Hotel .

VOI Grand Hotel Mazzarò Sea Palace offers various
opportunities for perfect incentive programs and team
building activities: sea sports, sailing regattas, trekking and
excursions, tastings of Sicilian wines.
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At the gourmet restaurant "Il  Gattopardo"  every dish comes from the wise fusion between research and
creativity,  in a perfect union between innovation and tradition. T
he restaurant à-la-carte has an elegant dining room that welcomes up to 230 guests,  proposing a cuisine
that revisits the dishes of the best Sicilian tradition with taste and creativity.
 
The terrace, overlooking the magnificent Mazzarò Bay, welcomes guests in a context of impeccable
hospitality and refinement.
 

RESTAURANT "IL GATTOPARDO" 



The restyl ing of  the Grand Hotel  has also involved the lounge hosting the "Tancredi"  bar and the
restaurant.
 
Bar Tancredi  is  a  perfect  fusion between the panoramic Mazzarò Bay and the f lavours of  Sici l ian
cuisine.  A contemporary,  spacious and bright environment;  i t  is  the ideal  place to enjoy creative
cocktails ,  made with special  attention to their presentation and garnish.
 

BAR "TANCREDI"



"THE TERRACE"
"Tancredi"  bar and the annexed "Gattopardo"Restaurant,
with their large windows, open onto the panoramic terrace
overlooking the sea,  which is  the perfect location to relax.
 
The timeless beauty of  Taormina is  the venue for wedding
receptions,  parties or Gala by the pool,  directly on the sea.
 



What to do
in Sicily

"EXPLORING IS
INEVITABLY FALLING

IN LOVE.
 LIVE UNFORGETTABLE

ADVENTURES
IN SICILY"



What to see
in Sicily

"FULL OF HISTORY, UNESCO
SITES,  CRYSTALLINE WATER. 
TAORMINA, CATANIA, ETNA,

SYRACUSE...AND MUCH
MORE. SICILY IS WAITING

FOR YOU!"



CONTACT
US

VOIhote ls
Sa les  & Meet ing  Department :
Via  Andrea  Dor ia ,  4 1G
00192  Roma
 
Tel :  +39  06  398061
Mai l :  meet ing@voihote ls .com
Websi te :  www.voihote ls .com
 


